Well, it certainly is just outside Lincoln as I sit and
write this edition of the Newsletter ! Winter has well
and truly arrived ! Although signs of Spring are starting
to show through. How is it where you are?
We hope you are all safe and well in these continuing
difficult times. Here we are again in lockdown due to the COVID pandemic,
but hopefully that light at the end of the tunnel is starting to get a little
brighter.
The vaccine rollout appears to be going well in most areas,
(although not all). It is a massive operation and trying to comprehend the
logistics of such an operation is beyond words for most of us. It is vitally
important that as many people as possible take up the vaccine to give us a
chance of getting on top of this pandemic and getting back to some sort of
normality. We know and understand that many people have reservations, but
sometimes we just have to take that leap of faith for the good of all.
Website: www.holisticenergyassociation.com
Follow us on Facebook :
Holistic Energy Association / Lincoln Healing Centre/ Walton Holistic Centre
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LINCOLN HEALING CENTRE
SKYPE WORKSHOPS
With the Healing Centre unable to open Chris and Ginny came up with the
idea of holding Workshops by SKYPE every other Saturday morning. The
Workshops are open to both Healers and Clients, and not just from Lincoln.
The aim is to reconnect as Healers and clients, and to support each other as
friends. You have no doubt seen the feedback from the first session which
was sent to all HEA Members and other interested parties. Our second
workshop took place on 6th February, with 13 of us joining together to
discuss the state of our planet and to send distant healing.
Our next Workshop will be held on Saturday 20th February at 10.30 am .
The discussion will be led by Mark Wainwright:

“SEEDS OF HOPE ”
“It was probably Silver Birch who said that if a person plants one seed in
another, to improve that other’s life, then the person’s entire life will have been
worthwhile. How many seeds have you planted?
During my thirty year membership of the White Eagle Lodge every message from
White Eagle has been positive and none have been negative. The message being
that the negative is not to be ignored but the positive must always be
encouraged.”
If you would like to join us for the next session, it would be lovely to see
you, please contact:
Ginny:
ginnyburman@btinternet.com
or
Chris:
brummitt.brummitt@ntlworld.com

If you would like to add someone to the Distant Healing List, we do ask
that if at all possible, you get their permission first. Please send their
name, where they are, and brief details of the issues for inclusion in the
Distant Healing List to:
Ginny Burman

Email: ginnyburman@btinternet.com

The list is updated approximately every two weeks, more regularly if we have urgent
requests. Please send regular feedback to Ginny, this helps to keep the list up to date. If no
updates are received, names will drop off the list after 6 months, unless the recipient has
been identified as requiring long term / continual healing.
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HEALER BLOGS
What have you been doing during lockdown? What is your story behind becoming a
Healer? We would love to hear your stories, and if you have a photograph as well, even
better! Send them to Chris at: brummitt.brummitt@ntlworld.com

MY HEALING JOURNEY
Pat Fisher
In 2003 I had an operation and whilst I was on sick leave I saw an
advert in our local paper for a “Develop your Spirituality” group. So I
went along and found it all very interesting. It covered “Hands on
Healing” and the lady I was working with said to me “your hands are
like hot irons on my body”.
My intention was to work in a hospice or hospital and to be able to do this you must be
insured and trained by a reputable organisation. That made me think of doing a course
with The National Federation of Spiritual Healers (NFSH), (now called The Healing Trust).
I spent two and quarter years training, then going before the Panel and passed to be a Full
Healer. Then I was approached by Walton Healing Centre and asked if I could stand in for a
lady while she was away on a 6 week holiday, the rest is history as they say! I am still there
and I love what I do and have met so many interesting people.

Being a Student Healer during a Pandemic
Joanna Pace, Student Healer, Lincoln
I feel fortunate to have done the first part of my training as a student healer although it was
socially distanced ! With the basics of giving healing under my belt I’ve been able to practice
here and there with family members and a friend whom I’m in a bubble with and I practice
regularly on my dogs . I’ve gained some encouraging feedback and most importantly I’ve felt
the healing energy coming through me which is a wonderful experience and has given me
confidence !

It is frustrating that I can’t practice more and gain more experience but mostly I’m grateful
that I’m on this journey at last . I have an amazing mentor / teacher in Ginny , she’s always
available to answer questions , offer support and includes me in all the online meditation/
healing groups . I’m enjoying getting to know some of the healers and learning a great deal
from them so it’s all progress .
I’m greatly looking forward to doing part two of my training when restrictions ease and in
the meantime I can practice on my dogs and send out distant healing and feel I’m hopefully
making a difference in sending out healing love and light .
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HEALER BLOGS
Smile with your Eyes!
Mark Wainwright
The day after the great storm in 1987 a big tree had fallen over the
entrance to the close where I lived and most of the men were using
hand tools, power having been cut off, trying to make a car sized
hole so we could all carry on with our lives. The man next to me
said “you see that man over there, well we have both lived here for thirty years and this is the
first time we have ever spoken.” It took something that dramatic to prompt them to speak to
each other. It was a very pleasant close but everyone lived their own quiet lives in their
houses and there was very little socialising.
For many years I worked in London seeing large numbers of people on the train, on the
underground and walking, all intent on completing their journeys as quickly as possible with
very few talking to anyone else. In a big city it is very easy to be quite alone among large
numbers of people.
The necessity of wearing masks during the COVID pandemic has stopped people smiling at
each other and lockdown has meant people shut away in their homes feeling isolated and
lonely. Have you ever tried smiling with your eyes to someone wearing a mask while wearing
a mask yourself? Not many do but it is possible and it is a very good way to show solidarity,
one human being to another, in these dark times. Truly it has been said that the eyes are the
windows of the soul.
Even more than ever it is now necessary to try to reach out to people by whatever means
possible. Ring your friends, ring people living on their own, deliver someone’s shopping, help
cook meals for the homeless or send flowers to someone sad. Whatever else you can think of
but do something to help during these sad times. Go on, do something.

FEEDBACK
Receiving feedback from our members and friends is
always greatly appreciated. I recently received the
following by Email:
Dear Chris,
Thank you and your team for everything you do.

It makes it all worthwhile . . .
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UK Healers
Most HEA documentation states that HEA is a member organisation of UK Healers and this
is of fundamental importance to us. This article will explain why.

UK Healers is a lead body for Spiritual Healer practitioners in the UK its purpose being to
protect the public and instil public confidence by setting up a mandatory set of Quality
Criteria for associated organisations covering code of conduct, training, assessment,
membership, the law and complaints.
UK H also accredits those organisations that meet this Quality Criteria and maintains a
practitioner register of qualified healers of accredited organisations and ensures that
complaints against healers are dealt with properly.
UK H is non profit making unincorporated association and organisations can be members
but not individuals. Member organisations include the Harry Edwards Sanctuary, The
White Eagle Lodge and the Healing Trust, among others.
It came into being in 2000 following a paper from the House of Lords which called for the
regulation of a number of complementary therapies. The first initial draft standards were
issued in 2003 when Ken Wyatt was the chair and at that time UK Healers represented
approximately 15,000 of the estimated 20,000 healers in the UK.
Those members who wish to accredit themselves further can apply to join the General
Regulatory Council for Complementary Therapies or the Complementary and Natural
Healthcare Council. These two bodies are multi therapy regulatory bodies and the Holistic
Energy Association is listed on the GRCCT website as an approved association. Any member
of a UK Healers member organisation can apply to join either body through UK Healers.
UK Healers have temporarily adapted its training to accommodate the Covid situation, in
addition to issuing guidelines for COVID practitioners.
HEA has been accredited twice by UK Healers and our current accreditation will last until
2026.
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The Confederation of Healing Organisations
The CHO was created by Denis Haviland in 1981; it became a
Company in February 2006 and a Registered Charity in June 2007.
It promotes healing to society in general and supports member healing organisations.
In 2011 CHO and UK Healers were recognised by the General Regulatory Council for
Complementary Therapies as the Joint Lead Body for Healing. CHO and UK Healers worked
together to establish a core curriculum of national standards for healers.

CHO has funded two meta analyses of non-contact healing studies carried out by the
University of Northampton. The University examined 57 trials of healing intention on
humans and 49 trials on other living systems and when low quality studies were excluded a
significant benefit was found for groups provided with healing intention compared to those
not treated. This research was published in 2015 in the peer reviewed journal Explore and
presented to the All-Party Parliamentary Group for Integrated Healthcare.
In 2015 CHO carried out a survey of healing practices in the UK to gather information about
clients and practitioners and the benefits felt by clients. The findings were analysed by the
University of Exeter Medical School and later published in the peer reviewed publication
Complementary Therapies in Clinical Practice. The study showed that the majority of
recipients had a positive experience and that 93% reported immediate benefit.
The British Register of Complementary Practitioners, one of the longest running
multi-disciplinary registers of complementary practitioners in the UK, had its ownership
transferred to CHO in 2017. The BCRP promotes and supports best practice for its
registrants and provides a searchable resource for the public to find practitioners who meet
its rigorous quality and standards.

CHO has held an Aspects of Healing stand at the Mind Body Spirit Wellbeing Festival at the
NEC in Birmingham since 2016 providing healing tasters, talks, promotion of healing and
promotion of CHO member organisations. The majority of people receiving healing were
new to healing but appreciated it, which is very positive.
Now that such festivals are suspended the organisers of MBS Wellbeing Festivals have
contacted CHO, being impressed by their professionalism and high standards, and are
considering an on line MBS Academy to present future functions and CHO member
organisations could take part.
In addition the All-Party Parliamentary Group for Integrated Healthcare has disbanded and
the Integrated Healthcare Collaborative has been formed to bring together major
associations to collectively take the field of complementary, traditional and natural
healthcare forward, and CHO is in discussion with them.
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Divine Spirit, Creator and Source of all that is
We join together as channels of your healing energy
To ask for healing for our Mother Earth
We enfold Mother Earth with our love
We nurture Mother Earth with grateful thanks
As she has nurtured all life upon it
We ask for your healing balm,
We ask for calming and rebalancing of energies
For our dear Mother Earth
We ask this for the greatest, highest good of our planet
And for every living thing
Amen

HEALING CENTRES
We still have no idea when our Healing Centres will re-open
For more information, please contact your local centre:
Lincoln - Saturday Mornings 10 am to 12 noon
Friends Meeting House, 1 Park Lane, Lincoln LN1 1UR
Contact: Ginny Burman 01522 536634 Email: lincolnhealingcentre@gmail.com
Walton on Thames - Thursday Evenings 6.30 to 8.30 pm
Walton Community Centre, Manor Road, Walton on Thames KT12 2PB
Contact: Pat Fisher 07932 793203 or Mark Wainwright 07500 114670

TRAINING AND WORKSHOPS
Face to face Training and Workshops are obviously on hold at the moment .
In Lincoln, we continue to support our Students Healers through regular
Communication, including through our Facebook Page; and by delivering
training courses by virtual means wherever possible. We also support some of
our healers, including students, with monthly meditation groups, where we
meditate in our own homes at a set time and meet virtually afterwards to
discuss the meditation.
If you are interested in training to become a Spiritual
contact your local healing centre, contact details above, or email:
contact@holisticenergyassociation.com

Healer,

If you would like to write an article, blog or poem, or show off some of your
art work in the next issue of the Newsletter, please send them to:
Chris at:
brummitt.brummitt@ntlworld.com
Editor: Chris Brummitt
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